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Defy the Odds.
“ It’s kind of fun to do the impossible” - Walt Disney
Article Written by : Andrea Gaymes - Mohess, MSc. SVGCC Counsellor

SVGCC Returning
Students!
You have entered the
next level on your
journey. Stay focused.

“There is no success without doubt.”
The year 2020 is quickly coming to an end. All the buzz and excitement of
opening, registration, timetables and figuring out classes are whining down. We
have finally found the rhythm to the beat of college life. But the pressure is
rising; more demands, meetings, group work, deadlines, assignments, course
work, and the fears of exams are all piling on. Excitement is turning into
frustration and you could find yourself slow dancing with stress, anxiety, worry
and depression. You may sometimes wonder, where did the spark go? What do I
do? Should I give up or keep going? You may feel like you’re at your breaking
point, or you may not be there yet but we all will feel doubt and frustration on
the road to success, which can slow us down on our journey. Let’s explore how to
work through these feelings and keep hope alive.
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BE BRAVE.

LISTEN.

TRUST THE PROCESS.

Face your doubts. Take
time to work on
weaknesses and mistakes.
Don’t be afraid to ask for
help.

Reflect deeply on the voices
within. Learn from your past
challenges and do not let the
voices of doubt define you.
Let the voice of hope refine
you.

The journey is hard.
Struggle leads to growth.
Believe in the process
and it will guide your
success.
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SVGCC New
Students!
We hope you grasp
your opportunity with
both hands and do
your best.

“Courage doesn’t
always roar.
Sometimes courage
is the silent voice at
the end of the day
that says
“ I’ll try again
tomorrow” - Mary
Anne Radmacher.
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How do you keep hope alive?
‣ Be kind to yourself. We speak to ourselves in harsh ways, “I‘m so
stupid”, “ I can’t make it”. These phrases bring you down not build
you up. Lay a foundation of self - kindness to allow hope to grow.

‣ Open your mind to learn. Take the time to sit honestly with
yourself, examine the good, bad and ugly, resist the urge to blame
others. Then, make a decision to explore every moment and learn from
the life lessons. This helps you to limit repeating the same choices that may not have been good for you.

‣ Avoid comparing. Comparison takes away your originality and opens the door for emotions such as
jealousy and anxiety. Comparison hinders progress and distracts you off your journey. You may find your self
working hard to compete with someone than focusing on your purpose. Aim to work on being your best self
each day for you, not for someone else.

‣ Surround yourself with positive people. There is a saying “you are known by the company you keep”.
The company you keep influences your mind and spirit. You are affected by the energy and vibes that
surround you. Give access to people who will motivate, guide and keep you on track. Fill your mind with
positive vibes through positive company.

‣ Be grateful. Being reminded of your blessings no matter how big or small, inspires you. Gratitude reminds
you that in adversity there is always a small glimmer of happiness in your life. It could be as simple as, “I got
up today” or “I can see the sunshine”. Life is beautiful, and the beauty comes from within. Train your mind to
be more thankful and to keep hope burning.

SVGCC COUNSELLING SERVICE ON CAMPUS
The SVGCC Counselling department and service have many ways that you can access
our confidential services on campus. You can email, call, whatsapp or pass by. Our
offices are located on each division Villa (DASGS & DTE), Arnosvale (DTVE), and
Largo Height (DNE). We are here to support you, take the brave step to care for you.

1. Reach Out: Counsellors Contact: counsellingdept@svgcc.vc, ayana.hypolite@svgcc.vc or
andrea.gaymes@svgcc.vc. Whatsapp: (784) 431-8043 or call: 4574503 ext. 375 or 368.
2. Make an appointment: check -in with counsellors, see what time and day works for you. Sessions can be
accessed online or face to face.
3. Set aside time: make space in your schedule for your mental health and well-being.
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